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The Eighth's Day of Martin Zhang

By  Li Rui

An Italian priest’s journey to China

About the Book:

    An Italian priest Martin Zhang’s leaves his hometown for 

a Chinese village. During the missionary work, Martin Zhang 

was involved in severe conflict between Christianity and 

local religion of ancient Chinese Goddess. After a series of 

accidents, Martin was expelled from Christian church, and 

also blamed by Chinese villagers. He suffered seven days of 

vagrancy, and started a new life from the eighth day.  

    The author Li Rui is an excellent Chinese novelist. His 

works have been translated into Swedish, English, French, 

Japanese, German, Dutch, Vietnamese, etc. He has also 

been honored as Art and Literature Knight by French 

government.

ISBN: 978-7-5399-4839-3
Pub Date: December, 2011.
￥29.00
Rights：Worldwide except Korea
 & Taiwan,China

张马丁的第八天
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Tropical Time

By Hai Nan

About the Book:

This novel involves stories of educated Chinese youth who 

were sent to the countryside to support the construction 

in the year of 1950s. The book reflects beautiful sites in 

the tropical countryside, and presents a unique thought 

concerning the unique age.

ISBN: 978-7-5399-5805-7
Pub Date: January, 2013
￥32.00
Rights：Worldwide

热带时间
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The Merchant in Qing Dynasty

By Sheng Heyu

Touching the family secret files of “the country’s 

richest” in late Qing Dynasty

About the Book:

From a foreigner’s perspective, this novel narrates life 

experience of Chinese merchants in Qing Dynasty. Secret 

of the wealthiest family in that period is also revealed in this 

novel. Through their stories we see the development and 

challenge of modern Chinese commerce.

 

Pub Date: May 2013
ISBN: 978-7-5399-5892-7
￥48.00
Rights：Worldwide

大清十三行
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Three Hundred Years of Song Dynasty Ⅰ :
The Age of Zhao Kuangyin

By Jin Gang

A most harmonious society with multiple culture and 

freedom of speech

A dynasty with most unrestrained imagination, creation, and 

life style

One can never understand present China until he read the 

history of Song Dynasty

About the Book:

Based on authorized history, and with reference to unofficial 

history and folklore, this book reconstructs story of the first Song 

Emperor Zhao Kuangyin. The first thirty years of Song was a dark 

age in Chinese history, filled with blood and tragedy of Chinese 

people. After recognizing this age, one may understand the 

ambition of Zhao, and the appearance of present China. 

Pub Date: April, 2014
ISBN: 978-75399-7260-2
￥48.00
Rights：Worldwide

大宋帝国三百年 1：
赵匡胤时间
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One Hundred Chinese Surnames

By Qian Wenzhong

Elaborate presentation of surname symbol that 

concerns every Chinese  

2013 CCTV Best Book of China

About the Book:

Chinese surnames present the region, history, and 

interesting stories of the family. This book is the speech 

draft of a famous scholar who introduces origin and 

development of the most common Chinese surnames.

 

ISBN: 978-7-5399-6201-6
Pub Date: May, 2013
￥39.80
Rights: Worldwide

钱文忠解读《百家姓》
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Book of Museums

by Zhao Mei

A fascinating tour of culture among papers

About the Book:

This is a book of museums. It is a master work by writer 

Zhao Mei, who has been visiting various museums all over 

the world in the past two decades. In this book, not only 

the museums themselves, but the exquisite feelings from 

the view of a female writer are also presented vividly. For 

every museum and its historical stories, either moving 

or mourning, will become a fascinating tour of culture for 

readers while they turn from one page to another.

 

ISBN: 978-7-5399-5014-3
Pub Date: March,2013.
￥:38.00
Rights: Worldwide

博物馆书
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My Brother Wang Xiaobo 

By  Wang Xiaoping

The bildungsroman of a Chinese scholar

About the Book:

With “the most earnest words and most intimate emotion,” 

Wang Xiaobo’s Brother Wang Xiaoping narrates how Xiaobo 

went through hard time, and stood out in modern age with 

advanced thoughts.

ISBN: 978-7-5399-5169-0
Pub Date: May, 2012.
￥28.00
Rights：Worldwide

我的兄弟王小波
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Mind Control

By Gao De

A book that makes you smarter

About the Book:

This book intends to make you smarter. It is a brainstorm 

that will change your old logic. The author interprets secret 

of convincing through 3000 experiments, 50,000 materials, 

and 15 years of research. One needs to acknowledge the 

truth of brainwash, which may be an encouragement, or a 

nice trap. It helps readers to distinguish different intentions 

of brainwash, and apply the positive energy in our daily life.  

 

ISBN：978-7-5399-5926-7
Pub Date: March, 2013
￥35.00
Rights：Worldwide except Vietnam

洗脑术
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Possessiveness: 
How to Control My Time and Life?

By Gao Yuan

The most welcomed self-management course in business 

school of Harvard College

An important class for senior leaders in the top 500 of the 

world

About the Book:

In this book, the author raises eighteen questions as regard to 

“possessiveness”, and designs eighteen classes. To solve 

these questions is the key for everyone to become master 

of oneself. The eighteen classes is the most welcomed self-

management course of MBA, and also the important class 

for senior leaders in the top 500 of the world. It is a perfect 

combination of psychology and self-management.

ISBN：978-7-5399-6227-6
Pub Date: June, 2013
￥35.00
Rights：Worldwide except Korea

自制力：
如何掌控自己的时间与生活？
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Questions about the Demon Taotie

By Yang Lian

One of the most representative voices of modern Chinese 

Literature

Flaiano International Prize for Poetry winner in 1999

International Nonino Prize winner in 2012

About the Book:

This book collected representative works and recent poems of 

the famous poet Yang Lian, and also the author’s translation of 

foreign poets’ works. 

Yang Lian has been one of the most innovative and influential 

poets in China. Widely hailed in America and Europe as a highly 

individual voice in world literature, he has been translated into 

many languages.

ISBN：978-7-5399-7278-7
Pub Date: July, 2014
￥36.00
Rights：Worldwide

饕餮之问
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The Past and Present of Mahogany furniture

By Hai Yan

About the Book:

In this book, the well-known Chinese writer Hai Yan shares 

his knowledge of mahogany furniture. Through series of 

stories, the author introduced the history and colorful world 

of this cultural symbol. The texture and classic beauty 

of mahogany furniture can be perfectly reflected by 150 

pictures included. 

 

ISBN：978-7-5399-6680-9
Pub Date: March, 2014
￥98.00
Rights：Worldwide

姚黄魏紫俱零凋：
红木家具古今谈
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Written by Xie Xin
￥14.80 (per volume)
Rights：Worldwide

Detective Series of the “Roco Kingdom”

Originally Created by Tencent, Inc.

Roco Kingdom is a children’s online community, with theme of 

magic kingdom. Book series of Roco Kingdom have been on top 

of the China “Open Book” bestseller list since the book series 

released in 2011. Roco Kingdom Movies based on this series have 

also been showed every summer. Detective Series of the “Roco 

Kingdom” tells the detective stories happened in the magic 

world, with both fantasy and logic. 

“洛克王国”魔法侦探系列
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￥12.00 (per volume)
Rights：Worldwide

Traditional Culture Series of "Ding Gua Gua"

By Tomorrow Science and Technology (China) Co. 

“Ding Gua Gua”is the first originated cartoon brand in China with 

multi-development. The project is produced by Phoenix Publishing 

and Media Group. It contains paper book, E-book, website, 

cartoon, movie, etc. As for paper book, the series of "Ding Gua 

Gua" consists of story books, game books, children's cartoons, 

science and education, and so on. Traditional Culture Series of 

"Ding Gua Gua" contains essence of traditional Chinese culture, 

such as Three Character Classic and Di Zi Gui . It is an easy and fun 

way for Children to learn traditional Chinese Culture. 

“丁呱呱”嘻游国学系列




